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USING THE NEUROPOWER FRAMEWORK

• Practical applications over academic theories
• Empowering teams over driving top down agendas
• Skills transfer over reliance on external consultants.

We solve complex people problems.
NEUROPOWER FRAMEWORK
NeuroPower is a practical leadership framework that draws
on sociology, philosophy, psychology and best practice
management theory together with the latest scientific
breakthroughs in brain science.
NeuroPower is used for embedding transformational change
throughout organisations that drive cultures that are strategically
aligned, market responsive and culturally agile.

Organisations exist for people,

people don’t exist for organisations.
WELCOME TO THE NEUROPOWER FAMILY
Sometimes described as a family-business, we are very supportive
and loyal. We mix business and pleasure, often sharing meals while
discussing work. We work hard with energy, drive and passion
to deliver only the best work for our clients. We love what we do.
We place particular focus on developing our team members and
are inspired to be creative and utilise each other’s strengths.
We like face-to-face meetings, because we place importance on
strong relationships and the process of co-creation.
We strive to bring the principles, philosophy and values of the
NeuroPower framework to life in everything we do, to achieve
commercial outcomes with positive human consequences.

Environmental Protection Agency
Forest Products Commission WA
Fox and Thomas Lawyers

changed by teams.

George Patterson Y&R
GE Money
GIO
Google
Grabarz & Partner Germany
Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
IOOF
Kafe Coaching India

OUR TEAM
Our people are diverse and highly skilled with deep knowledge of
applying the insights from NeuroPower in their area of specialty.
As part of the NeuroPower community of practice, our people
continually develop their skills and support each other to share
ideas, consider different approaches, solve client problems and
leverage experience.

KPMG
Leighton Holdings
Local Government Association WA
Main Roads Qld
Macquarie Bank
Menara KL Malaysia
Metro North Hospital and Health Service
Metro South Hospital and Health Service
Mondo Consulting Malaysia

Poorly led change leads to resistance and
change fatigue rather than engagement
and performance.

Decisioning
understanding and actively
managing how people make
decisions
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Franklin Covey Middle East

Genpact

Behaviour is shaped by groups, culture is

Building businesses
of the future

Nambawan Super
Nasfund
NRMA
NSW Rail Infrastructure Corporation
Pacific Coal
Padiberas Nasional Berhad Malaysia

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA (HEAD OFFICE)
Level 2, 147 Coronation Drive, Milton, Queensland 4064, Australia
Tel: +61 7 3025 3270 Email: info@neuropowergroup.com
Web: www.neuropowergroup.com

Climate Change
for Teams

4

NEUROINTELLIGENCE

• Integrated solutions over quick fixes

LEADING THE WAY WITH

• Relationships over recognition

“The illiterate of the 21st Century will not be
those who cannot read or write, but those who
cannot learn, unlearn and relearn.” Alvin Toffler

ACTIONABLE INSIGHTS
FROM NEUROSCIENCE
THAT CREATE A NEW
GENERATION OF LEADER
The brain’s most foundational need is to belong.
New generation leaders have mastered the ability
to foster a sense of belonging for each and every
one of their team members.

INSIGHT

ENGAGEMENT

PERFORMANCE
CONTENTS

BUILDING
BUSINESSES OF
THE FUTURE

New generation
leaders know
that humans are
pack animals. Our
behaviour is driven
socially. If there are
no teams, there can
be no change.

1

Decisioning - understanding and actively managing
how people make decisions

2

Climate Change for Teams®
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Neuromarketing
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Meet the international NeuroPower Group
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From performance management to performance mindset
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Beyond social: the power of performance networks
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Consulting and skills transfer

12

The neuroscience of mindfulness
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As this complexity increases, individual leaders
are no longer able to make decisions or take
effective action on their own. They are dependent
upon teams, networks and relationships to
deliver highly interdependent tasks.
We must, therefore, let go of our infatuation
with this idea of the ‘heroic leader’. Brilliant
leaders of the future will be ‘social leaders’
who can continuously form, unform and
engage teams to deliver exceptional results
in ambiguous and changing circumstances.

Leadership approaches that align with how
the brain works will always outperform those
that don’t. New generation leaders call this
actionable insight and they fashion
their leadership style around it.

This will require a deep appreciation of human
behaviour and the drivers of motivation. People
must have a heightened awareness of themselves
and of others. Leaders must be able to engage
people on both an emotional and rational level.
Fortunately, neuroscience is delivering enormous
insight into what makes us tick, in particular,
what drives our behaviour in the context of
social groups such as organisations, communities
and families.

New generation leaders realise
that the role of leader is given,
not taken. This means they
negotiate their role as leader
with the people being led.

Building businesses of the future

The world of business
is changing rapidly.
Organisations are
becoming more
complex and dynamic than ever
before. In order to compete and
add value we must constantly
adapt, innovate and learn.

All real corporate
transformation occurs
one-on-one and face-to-face.

New generation leaders understand that
emails and corporate communications
alone won’t get them there - they are
masters of personal engagement.

At NeuroPower Group, we spend our lives
working with organisational leaders to help
them constantly build teams that learn,
innovate, engage customers and ultimately
transform culture.

Now is an exciting time to be
a leader.
In this publication, we have brought together
some of the brilliant ways that neuroscience is
being used to transform businesses around the
world.
We hope it inspires you to start applying brainbased insights in your own business.
ZANE HARRIS
CEO, NeuroPower Group
Brisbane, Australia

NEWS | Behavioural Economics for Business
For the past three decades, behavioural economists have
explored why we make profoundly irrational decisions—
often to the detriment of ourselves and others. The result
of this research is an elegant approach that finally explains
the logic behind our apparent irrationality and, more
importantly, provides practical tools to help better manage
our own and other’s decision-making.
The ‘big idea’ underlying this approach is that the human
brain has two systems of thinking—a faster, less rational
decision-making process based on mental models
(referred to as System 1), and a slower, more rational, more
cognitively demanding decision-making process based

on examination of information (creatively referred to as
System 2). Instinctively, we might assume that as long as
we were accessing our more rational System 2 thinking we
would make better decisions. However, the key insight from
behavioural economists has been to show the real influence
System 1 has on our more rational System 2. This subtle and
often blind influence on our perceived rational decisionmaking process is called cognitive bias.
While these insights have taken modern economics by
storm after the global financial crisis of 2007, practically
applying this revolutionary research to other areas of
modern, highly complex businesses can be difficult.

At NeuroPower we have focused on finding clear and simple
ways to help organisations apply these insights practically.
Our new book, Behavioural Economics for Business, comprises
a series of articles that address particular business functions,
and provides a fresh way to look at old problems through the
lens of behavioural economics.
From performance management, ethical marketing and
leadership, through to teaming, safety and market testing,
the insights in Behavioural Economics for Business will
increase your awareness of how cognitive bias drives
decision-making, and show how you can respond and drive
improved results in your organisation.

>> BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS FOR BUSINESS IS NOW AVAILABLE FROM AMAZON.
>> KEEP READING FOR MORE ABOUT BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS AND DECISIONING (PAGES 2-3)
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understanding and actively managing
how people make decisions

BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS IS THE NEW BLACK
The power of behavioural economics in understanding decision-making

understanding and actively managing
how people make decisions

Every day, people make decisions – as consumers, employees, leaders
and even board members. But there is a big difference between how
we think we decide, and how we actually decide. Understanding
and actively managing how people make decisions (or, as we term
it, ‘decisioning’) is now a big focus for forward-thinking businesses
– and the organisations that regulate them.

Over the last 10 years, insights from behavioural economics have
shown that cognitive biases drive decision-making. In particular,
the emotional system of the brain becomes front and centre in
economic behaviour whenever:

Anna Byrne

Anna Byrne

Managing Partner
+61 434 123 338
anna.byrne@decisioning.co

Behavioural economics helps define
a balanced view of what constitutes
ethical practice in the development
and marketing of products, grounded
in a more informed understanding
of the consumer brain. This exciting
field is now being used by regulators
around the world as the basis for both
research and the development of
guidance and standards for industry.
One erroneous, but commonly held,
assumption is that the best solution
is simply to ‘remove all bias’ from
purchasing environments. However,
this isn’t physically possible. Insights
from both behavioural economics
and neuroscience clearly indicate
that all our decisions are inherently
biased; this reflects how our brains are
structured and enables us to manage
the vast amount of information and
interaction we encounter every day.
As a result, any approach that focused
on ‘removing bias’ would be both
ineffective and impractical.
Instead, the onus on ethical
organisations is to consider not only
the impact of the bias on decisionmaking (i.e. do the prevalent biases
encourage or discourage the consumer
from making the purchase?), but
also the degree to which the product
actually ‘fits’ the customer (i.e. will it
deliver real value for the customer,
meet their needs, and meet reasonable
and informed expectations?).
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A Member of the NeuroPower Group of Companies

Based on these two questions, a
product and the way it is marketed
will generally fall into one of four
outcomes (as shown in the diagram):

STEP 2: UNDERSTAND ROOT
CAUSES OF PROBLEMS

STEP 3: DESIGN EFFECTIVE
INTERVENTIONS

WIN-WINS—Products

• A
 re consumers choosing
reasonably?

• A
 re there interventions available
that protect consumers?

• I f behavioural bias is at play, what
do consumers truly want and need?

• Should we intervene and, if so, how?

that provide what the customer
functionally wants and which also
into implicit consumer
biases
xtap3_darker
grey_3.indd
- typically leading to sustainable
revenue.

1

• H
 ow should we analyse institutionspecific issues?
• H
 ow should we analyse marketwide issues?

• H
 ow can we assess the impact of
interventions?

20/08/2015 4:28 pm

With these aspects clarified, an ethical
organisation becomes more equipped

to consider the merits of their
products in a way that is transparent
for both regulators and consumers.
Even more importantly, they can
adopt appropriate strategies to
address genuine problem products
and demonstrate why others, while
impacted by bias, are not working
against the interests of their valued
consumers.

1. YOU CAN’T MANAGE WHAT YOU’RE NOT AWARE OF
2. YOU CAN’T LEVERAGE WHAT YOU DON’T KNOW
3. YOU CAN’T EFFECTIVELY PLAN FOR THE FUTURE WITHOUT
UNDERSTANDING WHAT’S DRIVING CHOICES NOW

System 2

As forward thinking businesses are now realising, good
decisioning is the key to effective strategy and delivery. It
helps customers make informed decisions, engages
and motivates employees, and enables leaders
and boards to manage cognitive bias and
remove strategic blindspots.

RATIONAL
DECISION-MAKING

QUESTION MARKS—Products

that inadvertently or intentionally
exploit consumer bias without
functionally delivering what they
wanted. These will increasingly
attract regulator and consumer group
focus and possible intervention. The
imperative here for the organisation is
to adopt one of the following: increase
consumer benefit (i.e. improvement
in product selection support);
demonstrate existing value through
validated research (validation); or
adjust marketing practices to ensure
that consumers are purchasing with
informed consent and full awareness
of what the product does or does not
deliver.

Understanding these systems, and how we make decisions is
important for three main reasons:

a. the decision relates to primary biological and social needs (e.g.
food, safety, inclusion and financial security);
b. the decision-maker is under stress; or
c. product features seem familiar.

Philip Slade

www.decisioning.co
The rise of ETHICAL
decisioning
The implications of poor decisioning
are significant and far-reaching;
it can disadvantage customers,
disable critical thinking and
fracture stakeholder relationships.
Poor decisioning can even collapse
corporations and disrupt entire
economies. Fortunately, fields like
Decisioning_Business
cards
behavioural economics (the study of
judgements and decision-making)
and neuroscience are helping us
avoid these outcomes. We can
even leverage the natural way our
brains work to achieve win-win
results for organisations and their
stakeholders. One of the big current
trends involves focusing on the
way customers make purchasing
decisions, and how the customer
journey created by organisations
influences these choices.

Importantly, neuroscientific research shows the value given
to rational processes (System 2) is largely driven by an
individual’s emotional beliefs (System 1).

RIDER

•

Controlled

•

Conscious

•

Cognitively demanding

•

Novel situations

From the boardroom to the frontline, and
out into the market, good decisioning
can help us all make the best possible
decisions in a complex and changing
world.

HIGH

CUSTOMER FIT

D

A

Sustainable products delivering
ethical revenue

Improve marketing through
behavioural economic insights

BIAS OPPOSING
PURCHASE

C

1b

INPUT

WIN-WINS

HIGH POTENTIALS

BIAS FAVOURS
PURCHASE

that are poor performing, failing to
deliver significant value to either the
organisation or the consumers who
purchase. In many cases, externally
mandated controls lead to withdrawal
of these products from portfolios.

3

System 1

B

Poor performing, unethical
products that require
reinvention

2b

1

DEAD WEIGHTS

DEAD WEIGHTS— Products

2

EMOTIONAL
DECISION-MAKING

QUESTION MARKS

ELEPHANT
FAST

Invites regulatory attention

•

Automatic

•

Unconscious
tic intensity
High Intensity
ous
Habitual behaviours
y
aviours

•

LOW

•

CUSTOMER FIT

2a
BEHAVIOUR

1a

HIGH POTENTIALS—Products
that may currently be performing
below expectations and represent an
opportunity for ethical growth
through leveraged consumer insight.

So what do companies need to do
to examine their own products and
marketing practices in order to satisfy
both their own governance and the
regulator’s spotlight?
The Financial Conduct Authority in
the UK has leveraged behavioural
economics to propose three broad
steps in the journey:

STEP 1: IDENTIFY AND
PRIORITISE RISKS TO
CONSUMERS
• H
 ow can we identify consumer
risks caused by biases?
• How can we prioritise these risks?
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How System 1 (the elephant) and System 2 (the rider)

❷

❸

❹
❺

WORK TOGETHER TO HELP YOU MAKE DECISIONS

1

Input enters brain and the limbic system (the
‘elephant’) reacts quickly and emotionally, based on
existing Core Beliefs—System 1.

1a

If the situation is not ‘out of the ordinary’ (or
‘novel’), an habitual behaviour follows quickly,
driven by System 1.

1b

If the situation is novel, then the information
moves to System 2 (the ‘rider’). Here it is
assessed and matched against the individual’s
conscious world view and analytical style to
reach a decision.

2

The trial decision from System 2 is checked
by the limbic system:

2a

2b

If it lines up with past experience (i.e. a similar
decision has been made previously and the outcome is
familiar) the individual will feel ‘comfortable’ with the
trial decision, which will be embraced and translated
into action.

3

This moving between
the two systems will
continue until a balance
is reached and both
systems are comfortable
with the trial decision.
Only then will it be
translated into behaviour.

I f no similar decision has been made previously and
the anticipated outcome is unfamiliar, a feeling of
discomfort will arise and the trial decision will then
be sent back to System 2 for further thought.
3

Any robust, targeted customer value propositions
therefore need to address both explicit rational
needs and the implicit emotional needs—which
means understanding core beliefs, and engaging
in a little ‘customer anthropology’….

NEUROSCIENCE AND BUYER BEHAVIOUR
Neuroscience has been rapidly adopted and
applied to fields as diverse as economics, team
and leadership performance, organisational
change and the legal profession as well as
marketing.

Why? Because wherever we
need to understand human
behaviour, discoveries about
how the brain works have a
high impact.

This is particularly true when:

Approaching teamwork with a full understanding of the human needs of every team member provides more
sustainable results than traditional thinking.

• T
 he decision is related to primary biological
and social needs including food, safety,
inclusion and financial security;

Pack, Interpersonal Connection, Seeing the Facts and Hope for the Future.

cure
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c

Simply, neuromarketing helps us understand our
buyers better and enables us to better predict therefore influence - buying behaviour. This helps
with marketing and advertising campaigns,
branding and product design.

> SEEING THE FACTS The brain needs to be able to see, track and measure progress.

*While the tool is designed for teams and uses teaming language the six dimensions relate to the six social cognitive needs: Relatedness, Expression, Leading the

s
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• The decision-maker is under stress; or

For example, recent findings have highlighted
how important emotions are in our decisionmaking and purchasing behaviour.

> HOLD THE VISION The brain needs hope for the future in order to be able to move forward.

os
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While neuroscience and marketing may seem
like distinct areas there are strong connections:
effective marketing has always centred on
understanding and engaging an audience;
and neuroscience helps us understand human
behaviour better so that we can more effectively
engage with others.

> LEADING THE PACK The brain needs status to feel as though we are achieving.

> INTERPERSONAL CONNECTION The brain needs to feel connected with, and genuinely understood by others.

eb

• T
 he ‘rational’ features of different
purchase options are similar.
Importantly, neuroscience also shows that the
value ascribed to rational features is largely
driven by an individual’s emotional core beliefs.

CUSTOMER ANTHROPOLOGY
Customer anthropology focuses on studying
customers to deliver a deeper understanding of
their behaviour. Much behaviour is subconscious,
which means we must delve beneath the surface.
The process starts with these key questions:
• H
 ow do customers make their buying
decisions?
• W
 hy do they choose one product over
another similar product?
• H
 ow do they presently interact
with your products?

But these are the standard
questions that marketers have
asked since the beginning of
time. There are deeper and
more probing questions to
be asked:

• W
 hat elements of your products ignite
the brain’s pleasure centres?
• H
 ow does your product or service coincide
with their unique world view, their values,
aspirations and goals?
• H
 ow can you better tailor products and
services to customers’ wants, needs and
desires?
• H
 ow can you have more influence over
customers’ behaviour?
Better answers to these questions can be
gained by understanding more about people’s
core beliefs and then developing messaging
that appeals both to these beliefs and the
rational centres of the brain.
THE NEUROPOWER APPROACH
By approaching marketing through first
examining brain-driven behaviour, we achieve
longer-lasting results that help turn customers
into long-term advocates of our business.
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> EXPRESSION The brain needs to express emotions if it is to function properly.

Th
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> RELEVANCE The brain needs to be part of a group that is cohesive, fair and safe.
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The six drivers of high performance teams can be represented with the acronym RELISH*:

The new and growing field of
neuromarketing uses the latest findings in
neuroscience to add insight to established
business marketing strategies.

4–

NEEDS OF A HIGH
PERFORMANCE TEAM (RELISH)

Charmaine Lock

NeuroTracking+ enables brands to quantify consumers’
limbic and physiological response to their marketing stimuli.
Neuromarketing achieves this through eye tracking, galvanic
skin response and Emotiv Electroencephalography (eEEG).

ist

Brand mapping techniques define the competitive landscape and identify a space that each brand can own.

... and,
NeuroTracking+ tells you
if they will actually bite!

5 – Analyst

Climate Change for Teams® is a development
process to accelerate the formation of a high
performance team. Unlike other assessment
processes, Climate Change for Teams® provides
a whole-of-team profile, rather than an
individual profile. This provides unique insight
into the team climate, which is used as the
basis for a structured teaming process based
on the RELISH process (six social cognitive
needs of the brain which need to be addressed
for high performance to emerge).

NeuroSegmentation uses deep-dive interviews, panels and online
surveys to track and identify unconscious emotional motivators
that drive customer expectations and purchasing behaviours. It
enables brands to take customer insights to the next level and
embed customer loyalty, migrate competitors’ customers and
delight your customers to deepen trust and advocacy.

3
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1. Provides a structured, engaging approach
that enables team members to co-create high
performance

They achieve more, produce more, grow more,
do more, and become more

4

The PULSE Platform is designed to be a short,
sharp, regular process of assessing team climate.
The PULSE is key to embedding constructive team
climate. When used at an organisational level, it
provides the entire organisation with a shared
language, processes, roles/responsibilities and
visibility of how teams are functioning.

Once brand mapping has
told you where to fish...

BENEFITS OF THE PROCESS

High performing teams are naturally
more productive.

SIX

3. Ongoing feedback: PULSE

1

NeuroSegmentation tells
you how to bait the hook...

ak

Leadership and team performance account
for 58% and 24% respectively of all the issues
in an organisation’s performance. That’s

Our unique development tool is designed for
organisations with a desire to significantly
improve the performance of their teams.
The tool measures team climate, which is a
validated and highly reliable predictor of team
performance. Unlike other tools that measure
individuals and then aggregate the scores for
a team measure, Climate Change for Teams®
measures the team as a whole and provides
actionable insight into how they can maximise

If your goal is to genuinely develop
high-performing, cohesive teams to
drive organisational performance then
understanding and developing your team’s
climate will have a far greater impact on your
team’s performance, cohesion, innovation and
well-being.

Climate Change for Teams®, unlike most tools,
measures a set of core human brain-based
needs (RELISH), drawing on the latest research
from social cognitive neuroscience. To enable a
constructive shift in organisational culture, each
team needs to form and move through a process
of constructively meeting the six social cognitive
needs (RELISH).
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Interventions aimed at changing individual
behaviour outside of the organisational
context are inefficient and ineffective.
Removing individuals from their environment
with the aim to change behaviour will revert
once they are back in their team environment.

OVERVIEW OF CLIMATE CHANGE FOR
TEAMS®:

Climate Change for Teams® was developed
through a rigorous research process by
psychologists and neuroscientists, and draws
on decades of research from the fields of
team dynamics, social cognitive neuroscience,
social and organisational psychology, and the
current business literature. Climate Change
helps leaders understand how a team’s
climate influences a wide array of outcomes
and has been statistically linked to high team
performance, high team satisfaction and low
turnover.

2. Change culture through climate change

9–

Team climate is at the core of every team and
is a key factor separating high performance
teams from average teams. Recent findings
from neuroscience have shown that there
are six key aspects in every high performing
team (RELISH). We’ve developed a tool (Climate
Change for Teams®) that we’ve rigorously
tested to measure how teams perform on
these six aspects, and have developed practical
interventions tailored to enable teams to reach
their potential.

We work with teams because all behaviour
change is driven socially, and teams are the
fundamental social units responsible for
delivering on the organisation’s objectives.
Given the effectiveness of teams it is not
surprising that 80% of companies with 100
or more employees function by using some
form of team structure. For any organisation
to thrive in our increasingly complex and
rapidly changing world, it is essential that
leaders bring together the knowledge,
skills and perspectives of individuals in
a team environment to enable them to
solve the challenges they face. Not only do
high performing teams foster increased
performance, creativity and innovation; they
also foster change readiness by building
organisational capability, resilience and teammember well-being.

their potential. The process also provides
ongoing feedback to teams with regular online
‘pulse checks’ with clear dashboards to track
progress.

...then,

2
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Culture is persistent,
pervasive, largely
intangible and mostly
invisible. Culture is an
important part of high
Anna Waters
performance, but it is created
over time and has a legacy effect—which
makes it very difficult to change. In fact,
research tells us that change efforts focusing
on culture fail 86% of the time. Climate, on
the other hand, is a definable, measurable and
malleable vehicle for implementing effective
change and achieving high performance.
Climate describes dimensions of the work
environment that can be measured with
precision and is influenced by day-to-day
actions that reward desired behaviours.

82% of performance issues in just these two
areas. Despite this, most assessment tools
focus exclusively on either leadership or on
individual team members. Climate Change for
Teams® bridges the divide between leadership
and team performance by examining team
climate and providing teams with the feedback
they need to catalyse growth.

The penguin principle
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WHY TEAM CLIMATE
(NOT CULTURE)?

Neuromarketing

1–P

The world of work is becoming faster and more dynamic. Organisations are aware that big changes are occurring
and are attempting to transform themselves to meet this challenge. But key factors constrain this transformation.
Many companies lack the culture and tools they need to engage employees, track their performance and measure the
effectiveness of their ‘human resources’. In order to manage this change, we need new tools that accommodate the fluid
and dynamic nature of work. Tools that allow us to form, re-form and un-form teams to deliver on key
projects, to engage people rapidly and align resources. This all requires a big shift in the way we see, measure and manage
organisational culture.

Every group of people
has the potential
to become a high
performance team

6–

Climate Change
for Teams

CORE BELIEF SEGMENTATION
Based on research with more than 20,000
participants, NeuroPower’s Core Beliefs
summarise the nine underlying emotional
clusters (pictured above). This provides critical
insight into:
• Dominant purchasing motivations within an
existing or potential market;
• The best approach, product/service offering,
communication channel and messages that
will have the most appeal;
• Relevant competitive advantage that adds
value to the customer; and
• How to use a customer/client database to
flag individual patterns - particularly useful
where service is provided either face-to-face
or over the phone.

Peter presents the Core Beliefs Framework to advertising
agency, Leo Burnett (Sydney, Australia 2015)
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CORE TEAM

PETER BUROW

ANNA BYRNE

ZANE HARRIS

NPG DIRECTOR
Executive Chairman,
author of the NeuroPower
framework and founder
of NeuroPower Group.

NPG DIRECTOR
Strategy, decisioning
and complex
organisational
transformation.

NPG DIRECTOR
CEO. Teaming,
culture change
and performance
management.

MISHA BYRNE

NPG DIRECTOR
Applied neuroscience,
clinical leadership, and
strategic planning.

LEONEL ANTONIO CHEVEZ

ANNA WATERS

PHILIP SLADE

Neuromarketing,
international leadership
and community
development.

Organisational
psychology, cultural
assessments and team
development.

Behavioural
economics,
decisioning and
strategic planning.

CHARMAINE LOCK
Behavioural science,
neuromarketing and
team development.

WADE MCFARLANE

SANDY HARRIS

MICAH BERNOFF

LUKE WELCH

AMANDA BANHIDI

WENDY BOYLEN

Social science
research,
neuromarketing and
leadership training.

Stakeholder
engagement, project
management and
conflict resolution.

Clinical psychology,
organisational
change and
clinical leadership.

Psychology research,
product design analysis
and decision-making.

Speaking engagement
management, event and
project management,
and client liaison.

Travel management,
office administration
and client liaison.

INTERNATIONAL TEAM

GERMANY

Principal: Markus von der Luehe

Principals: Pam Jarvis and Maria Rosales

MUNICH, GERMANY

FORT WORTH, USA

Applies the latest social cognitive
neuroscience to driving innovation
and accelerating business growth.

Supports children with learning differences
in achieving success in a school environment
that works best for children.

Principals: Erich Kreidler & Herag Haleblian
PASADENA, USA

Delivers management consulting,
project management and outsourcing strategy to
middle and large markets.

USA

Principal: Joe Foster III
SAN DIEGO, USA
Principal: Anne-Marie Machet

Specialises in applying the latest insights from
neuroscience to embed change associated with
large-scale organisational restructures and system
implementations.

Principal: Winston Lim

BANGKOK, THAILAND

KUALA LUMPUR, MALAYSIA

Develops tailored leadership solutions
for teams and senior executives and
partners with CEOs, HR, executive
teams and leaders to create
organisational-wide culture change
programs.

Provides leadership development,
sales training and experiential
business simulations to enhance the
performance of teams.

SPECIALIST TEAM
serv ce
ntegrity

Viliunas
Consulting

mystery shopping

understanding and actively managing
how people make decisions

MARKETING
Principal: Toni Scoble
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Specialises in coaching
senior leaders and
marketing executives in
neurosegmentation and
stakeholder behaviour.
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CUSTOMER RESEARCH
Principals: Steven Di Pietro &
Felecia Bramble
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Specialise in customer
neurosegmentation and profiling.
Pioneered world’s best practice mystery
shopping methodology.

COACHING
Principal: Tim Rossi
SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Applies the latest brainbased techniques in
coaching senior executives
to increase their
performance and team
engagement.

EXECUTIVE LEADERSHIP

TEAM BUILDING

ORGANISATIONAL CHANGE

Principal: Katharine
McLennan

Principal: Talan Miller

Principal: Joe Foster

SYDNEY, AUSTRALIA

Applies the latest brainbased techniques in coaching
senior executives to increase
their performance and team
engagement.

GOLD COAST, AUSTRALIA
Designs and delivers
world-class experiential
team challenges, business
games, simulations and
programs.

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA
Works with organisations to
practically embed effective
governance into business-as-usual
activity, address cultural and
engagement issues, implement
new corporate strategy and help
teams and boards build leadership
capability.

COMMUNICATION

BEHAVIOURAL INSIGHTS

Anna Byrne

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

www.decisioning.coBRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

Managing Partner
+61 434 123 338
Principals: Warren Clarke & Michelle Sorrell
Principals: Anna Byrne & Philip Slade
anna.byrne@decisioning.co

Specialise in helping boards, executives
Provide strategic communications, consultancy
and employees understand and actively
and coaching to CEOs and senior leaders
manage how15_3641
people
make decisions, so
NP Decisioning_Business cards x 3_darker grey_3.indd 1
20/08/2015 4:28 pm
in executive media
skills, stakeholder
they can improve the speed and quality
engagement and strategic communications.
of organisational and customer decisionmaking.
A Member of the NeuroPower Group of Companies

ORGANISATIONAL AND TEAM CLIMATE

PSYCHIATRY

EDUCATION

Principals: Karen Green & Leigh
Cavanagh

Principal: Dr Daniele-Dalia
Viliunas

Principal: Shelley Evans-Wild

Specialise in working collaboratively
with large organisations to shift team
and organisational climate and enhance
organisational performance.

Specialises in applying the
latest neuroscience and
leading psychiatry practices
with senior executives
to solve complex personal,
professional and health issues.

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

BRISBANE, AUSTRALIA

CAIRNS, AUSTRALIA

Specialises in curriculum best
practice through brain-based
learning methodologies for
teachers and students in
educational environments.
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INDIVIDUAL PERFORMANCE MATRIX

HIGH

FROM
PERFORMANCE
MANAGEMENT
TO PERFORMANCE
MINDSET

FUNCTIONAL FIT

Zane Harris

Anyone who has delivered an annual performance
review will report that this is far from reality, with
people’s reactions varying significantly and often at
odds with the feedback they’ve been given.

ANY GOOD THEORY IS VALID UNTIL IT’S PROVEN NOT TO WORK.
resources to the more demanding mental tasks.
Most of System 1’s processes are involuntary,
much like blinking when sneezing, and is
constantly active in informing System 2. The
operations of System 2 are much more subjective
and are associated with agency; concentration;
attention; planning;
and behaviour
regulation. It is the
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the true impact it has

System 2) that underpins most of the new

In 2008, the GFC was a catalyst for this kind of ‘reboot’ to contemporary economic models as the
market, regulators and commercial organisations
were forced to confront tangible evidence that
challenged a fundamental assumption: namely,
that human beings are inherently ‘rational’ and
will consistently make decisions in their own
best interests. This fundamental correction to the
model, and the insights that have flowed from
it, have significantly shaped our contemporary
understanding of human decision-making, with
major implications for our ability to predict and
manage not just consumer behaviour, but also
the behaviour of the employees that make up our
organisations and how we interact with them.

way we do. They have shown, for example,

and suffer when focus is shifted away from the
task or problem at hand.
Findings from behavioural economics have
helped explain why we think and behave the
that when making many decisions, human
beings consistently rely on intuitive, automatic
decision-making
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System 1 is the more intuitive brain—it
operates quickly and effortlessly with no sense
of voluntary control. System 2 is much more

All System 2 (rational) processes require attention

L ,•Cognit

As pioneers in this field, Daniel Kahneman and
Amos Tversky argued that human decisionmaking and behaviour is most accurately and
effectively explained by considering the brain
as two separate thinking systems, System 1 and
System 2.

thinking associated with behavioural economics.

than ‘spend the

The behavioural economics lens calls for a paradigm
shift from performance management (which puts
the onus on the manager) to a performance mindset
(which shifts the focus to far more distributed
responsibility for performance).

1 (emotional) in

on the more rational

in emotion rather

In the same way that traditional economics has
been challenged by the Global Financial Crisis (GFC),
the time has come to challenge the 19th Century
‘Newtonian’ view of performance management
which assumes everyone is just a rational cog in a
machine needing an ‘adjustment’ or ‘tune up’ every
now and then.

influence of System

ELEPHANT

In some cases, however, the evidence that
contradicts the theory becomes so substantial
that we are forced to stop and re-evaluate
our mental model. It’s an uncertain and often
uncomfortable process, but eventually the pain
of failed outcomes from the old model mounts
up until it outweighs the pain of seeking out and
adopting a new model.

UNDERSTANDING BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS
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rational—it operates more slowly and allocates
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Throughout human history there seems to be an
observable pattern to the development of new
ideas. It starts when someone has a model or
philosophy which, through its ability to make
sense of how the world works, becomes widely
adopted throughout a society or culture. When
observations from the real world fail to line up
with the predictions of the theory, we write these
off as aberrations, unexplained variations or
noise. Often, the attractiveness of the simple
and explainable is preferable to the messiness
of the real world. We don’t like changing our
perspective and so we stick to what we ‘know’
rather than seeing the world as it really is.
People who challenge the model are seen as
radicals and renegades and often even very solid
evidence is discounted and discarded.

Many performance management
approaches suffer the same problems
as traditional economics; they assume
people are rational beings able to
respond to performance feedback
(information) in a consistent and
rational way.

emotions have
been shown to
be central to the decision-making process even
when we have all the facts and data at hand to
make so called ‘rational’ decisions.
The new model underpinning behavioural
economics has made great inroads into how
we understand economic choices but the same
model can be equally applied to a wide range of
issues where the rationality of human behaviour
- or lack thereof - has lead to painful past
experience or unintended consequences.
This includes performance management.

PERFORMANCE MANAGEMENT THROUGH THE
LENS OF BEHAVIOURAL ECONOMICS
Just as traditional economics have been based
on the assumption of an ideally rational
consumer, so too have traditional performance
management approaches which have been
built on the assumption that employees will
consistently and reliably respond to information
in a logical way to advance their own rational,
economic benefit.
In reality, employees are anything but rational
when it comes to their career and feedback on
their performance. Instead, emotion, habitual
responses and bias are all key drivers of the
performance dynamic - on the part of both the
employee and their leader.
As a result of performance reviews, every
employee learns something - but rarely the right
thing. The issue of the actual contribution of
the performance review worried at least some
management experts as far as 50 years ago.
Writing in the July 1959 issue of the Harvard
Business Review, Rensis Likert offered this
critique of performance appraisal: “The aim of
reviewing the subordinate´s performance is to
increase his effectiveness, not to punish him. But
apart from those few employees who receive the
highest possible ratings, performance review
interviews, as a rule, are seriously deflating to the
employee´s sense of worth . . .”
50 years later and little seems to have changed.
Today, predictable, regularly occurring
emotionally-driven biases and reactivity still
interfere with the ability of managers to set
effective performance management interactions
with their people to establish the right mindsets
to drive their performance. So what should

managers be focusing on to drive performance
- both at end-of-year and day-to-day? From the
perspective of behavioural economics, there
are two primary factors which align to the two
systems of the brain. Each of these must be
effectively managed to help employees stay in a
performance mindset.
1. FUNCTIONAL FIT (SYSTEM 2)
As any management textbook will tell you, any
role can be defined by the work to be done - and
for that role there is a cognitive mindset (or set of
skills) that naturally suit the task. In the context
of performance, functional fit describes the
extent to which an individual’s skills and abilities
naturally suit the work to be done. For example,
governance and risk roles require an ability to
think logically, work with data and project
forward to anticipate risks and build stable
structures that will stand the test of time.

In contrast, marketing
strategy typically involves
higher degrees of creativity
and drive to keep the
organisation’s offering
relevant in the short- and
longer-term. Risk requires a
control mindset to ensure that
people are fully understanding
the nature of risk and how it can
be leveraged most appropriately.
Marketing is a growth mindset
focused on differentiation, competitive
advantage and opportunism.

Planned or
unplanned
exit

COGNITIVE BIAS
OPPOSES ROLE
ENGAGEMENT

D

MAINTAINER MINDSET

Strategy Re-engage through System 1
motivators

Strategy Maintain momentum, co-create,
embed culturally

Performance management focus
Supporting

Performance management focus
Collaborative review

Leadership style Inclusive co-creation

Leadership style Engaging

C

WITHDRAWN MINDSET
Planned or
unplanned
exit

PERFORMANCE MINDSET

A

B

Strategy Re-engage, then re-task

ASPIRING MINDSET

Leadership style Re-orienting, telling,
directing

Strategy Build capability
Leadership Teaching and mentoring

Performance management focus
Engagement

Performance management focus
Capability development

COGNITIVE BIAS
DRIVES ROLE
ENGAGEMENT

VERTICAL AXIS

HORIZONTAL AXIS

FUNCTIONAL FIT

COGNITIVE BIAS

(SYSTEM 2)

(SYSTEM 1)

Does the
individual’s
skillset match
the requirements
of the role?

Does the
individual’s
personal bias
encourage them to
engage with their
work?

LOW

FUNCTIONAL FIT

For the last 50 years we have been focusing on
this aspect of performance management. We
have highly developed capability frameworks,
skills assessments, leadership profiles,
responsibility matrices and job descriptions. An
enormous amount of commercial resource has
gone into formalising System 2, however, our
understanding and ability to manage System 1
cognitive bias has gone relatively unexamined.
2. COGNITIVE BIAS (SYSTEM 1)
There are many System 1 processes (commonly
referred to as cognitive biases) which have
been ignored but need to be embraced. In this
article we highlight three of the major biases,
not to infer that they are the only ones at play,
but simply to use an example of how these
‘unseen’ System 1 processes impact performance
management.
PROBLEM 1: COGNITIVE OVER-LOAD AND
UNDER-LOAD
However bright your employee, there is a
limit to the amount of information that they
can process with their rational system - so
whatever information is provided to them in
a performance review needs to be carefully
considered to make sure it has the right impact.
Too often this is done badly, with the employee
either overwhelmed with data, leading to

overload, or provided with vague and ambiguous
feedback leaving them uncertain of what they
are supposed to do differently. In both cases,
the brain’s emotional System 1 kicks in to try
and deal with the confusion, and applies past
rules and past assumptions to make meaning
of the feedback. In this situation, the employee
will revert to established assumptions and past
meaning making, rather than learning from and
responding to new information.
In contrast, effective performance reviewers
capture the essence of the information that’s
needed and make it understandable to System
1 (emotional system) and System 2 (rational
system).
PROBLEM 2: TIMELINESS OF FEEDBACK
Another challenge associated with feedback
is the timeliness of its delivery. The distance of
feedback away from the actual event, has a big
impact on meaning and memory. Appraisals of
historical events are hugely influenced by more
recent events. Kahneman’s famous ‘peak-endrule’ experiments showed how people will recall
painful medical procedures more positively if
the procedure ended less painfully, even if that
meant that the procedure took longer (which
objectively meant more pain was experienced by
the patient). In the same way recent events prior
to a performance management ‘event’ can hold

immense influence over everyone’s recollections
of employees effectiveness or collegiate
behaviour.
When the distance between the action and the
feedback is weeks or months, bad working habits
form and motivation to change those bad habits
is low. The answer lies in shortening the cycle of
the feedback. For managers, feedback needs to be
considered to be part of an ongoing relationship,
not an annual event.
PROBLEM 3: EMOTIONAL REACTIVITY
Despite the rugged individualism of 20th
Century management philosophy, human
beings are social creatures - and so from System
1’s perspective both performance and reward
are socially, rather than objectively, defined.
This means that if an employee feels they have
contributed disproportionately to the team
success without recognition, they will tend
to ‘self-regulate’ and reduce their efforts to
compensate, even if it negatively impacts on
the success of the project.
This means that performance management
is rarely just about managing individual
performance, but also is intrinsically about power
and perceptions of fairness.
Not only are we social creatures, System 1 also
likes things to stay the same. There is much
research across many disciplines highlighting
the fact that there is an instinctive human
aversion to change. Status quo bias is
basically the way that behavioural
economics explains people’s strong
resistance to any sort of change
unless there is a significant
incentive to do so. It is
essentially the development
of hard to break ‘automatic
behavioural patterns’
resulting from associative
learning and repetition
(Duhigg, 2012). The key
here is that bad habits
are learnt the same
way as good habits. If
better performance is
akin to forming better,
more productive habits,
then the associative learning
and repetition is better if it is
immediate and able to be simply
replicated. The good news is that good
habits can be as hard to break as bad habits,
but the culture of constantly exploring different
and creative ways to do things better in itself can
be a habit.

Awareness of our own cognitive biases is
helpful. Each of us has an assortment of
cognitive biases that are a reflection of a wider
emotional disposition. These are borne from
a combination of our nature and the way that
we were parented. They impact every aspect of
our lives. The Emotional Intelligence movement
has argued that being aware of your emotional
patterns is a key to leadership success.
In the context of performance management,
an awareness of these biases is critical. As an
employee, your own personal bias can cloud
your ability to accurately interpret performance
feedback. As a manager, it can cloud your ability
to encode performance feedback in a way that
will be understood and accepted by the recipient.
The Individual Performance Matrix above
outlines, at a high level, what leaders can do to
adapt their style in order to manage individuals
by applying these two axes of performance.
FINAL THOUGHT
The behavioural economics lens calls for a
paradigm shift from performance managing
(which puts the onus on the manager) to a
performance mindset (which shifts the focus
to far more distributed responsibility for
performance).
It suggests that organisations should start to
remove the concept of evaluation events and
migrate to performance management being
embedded as business-as-usual. With this shift
comes a change in the power structure from
being a management to subordinate process
to being a self-feeding feedback loop (an
emotional and systems approach to performance
management). In this way, specific performance
management conversations become less
about discipline and more about coaching and
innovation, less about the individual and more
about the team’s ability to deliver on agreed KPIs.
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BEYOND SOCIAL:
THE POWER OF
PERFORMANCE
NETWORKS
Neuroscientists, social network specialists and
IT programmers have joined forces to create
a new way to teach the elephant (old, large
organisations) how to dance. The answer lies
Misha Byrne
in understanding how work actually gets done
and introducing ‘fast fixes’ in exactly the right places.
When we talk to CEOs around the world, a
consistent theme emerges: they highlight one or
two key areas of performance that concern them,
and which the organisation has struggled to
manage for some time.
No matter what the CEOs do, they can’t seem
to get traction. When they look to direct reports
for answers, none are forthcoming. It seems
impossible to discover exactly what can be
done to drive that particular dimension, be
it innovation, risk, governance or some other
performance element.

But what if it weren’t impossible? Imagine
you could do a ‘CAT scan’ or ‘x-ray’ of your
organisation, that got below that missioncritical issue and identified areas of low
performance, high performance, blockages
and sweet spots in your organisation.
Imagine you had a clear picture of how the
organisation ‘actually works’ (or doesn’t) to
manage that issue - who the critical people
are in guiding the flow of information, the
decision-making and the activity.
As CEO, what if you could see beyond the formal
organisational chart to the lifeblood of that
dimension, including the levers that could be
pulled to drive performance and responsiveness
on that key issue?

ORGANISATIONAL CHARTS
DON’T CHART ORGANISATIONAL
PERFORMANCE

According to California Institute of Technology
(CalTech) Associate, University of Southern
California Adjunct Professor, CEO, board advisor
and Argonaut creator, Dr Michael Mann (PhD),
these were exactly the questions he was asked
by leaders of the Los Angeles Police Department
in the aftermath of the LA riots. It’s also the same
challenge that faced the US Senate Committee
tasked with overseeing the development of the
B2 Bomber. And it’s the challenge of CEOs around
the world as they focus on driving performance.

SOCIAL NETWORKS
ARE NOT THE SOLUTION
A little over ten years ago, a new idea emerged
that social networks could be leveraged to
drive more effective communication and
organisational responsiveness. While social
networks have frequently been cited as the
key to driving organisational performance and
cultural change, organisational performance
specialists from the University of Southern
California have found that this alone is
not enough.
What social network theories get right is
that the organisational chart alone tells you
very little about how the business gets its work

Several years later, a refined
methodology emerged from
Adjunct Professor Mann’s
ongoing research focusing
instead on tracking the
lifeblood of an organisation the actual work being done.
done. This truth is borne out in the striking
homogeneity of organisational charts across
industries and sectors. Indeed, when asked, most
senior executives will promptly map out the

Organisational charts rarely describe how work gets done in an organisation. This diagram from a division of a multinational
corporation represents the complex network of relationships that had evolved to get things done - regardless of the formal
reporting structure. CalTech Associate, Adjunct Professor Michael Mann puts it simply: “Any organisation which attempts to
operate in accordance with its organisational charts... Doesn’t operate!”
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• T
 ransparency (i.e. the ability to see what’s
really happening)
• Lead indicators of potential problems
• A system to manage the process of change
• A system to measure progress.

“This is the first time that I
have seen the whole company
from top to bottom, the way it
really works, as opposed to the way
people with parochial interests want
me to believe it works!”
Chairman and CEO of a
Fortune 100 company

Argonaut set out to deliver this in a single
unified methodology.
By applying the Argonaut methodology, an
organisation is able to capture and integrate
perceptions within the enterprise into
self-validating 3D views. This enables it to
gather lead indicators of potential problems,
build templates for interpersonal processes,
and align organisational processes with the
infrastructure.

NEUROSCIENCE AND
ORGANISATIONAL
NETWORKS:
THE POWER OF ‘WHY’
Being able to map the mechanics of an
organisation in detail becomes considerably
more powerful when backed up by the latest
breakthroughs in behavioural economics,
cognitive bias and neuroscience.

structure, roles and key units of a
new organisation (i.e. CEO, CFO, COO,
CMO and all their direct reports),
without even knowing what the
organisation actually does!
Ultimately, however, the focus on
social networks has proved to be
misguided. Though powerful in
understanding how attitudes and
sentiment disseminate through
communities, working with the
social network of the organisation
often leads to recommendations
that can harm the organisation’s
performance, rather than improve it.
In the early 2000s, A/Prof Mann’s
team saw this first hand. Using the
best software available at the time,
they plotted the social networks
within organisations and applied it
to redesign organisational structures
and measure performance.
Much to their disappointment, the
effect on output was negative, NOT
positive. So back to the drawing
board they went...

DECISION-MAKING,
INFORMATION AND
INFLUENCE NETWORKS
VARY BY TASK
The approach focused in on the
single, agreed mission-critical dimension that
the organisation needed to get right to deliver on
its strategic objectives. Sophisticated technology
was then used to analyse the network that
emerged around the delivery of that dimension
of performance.

ARGONAUT: A 3D MAP
OF THE ORGANISATION’S
PERFORMANCE NETWORK
The underlying premise of Argonaut is that,
to be highly functioning, an organisation needs:

The partnership between Argonaut and
NeuroPower in Australia delivers the most
complete picture of an organisation possible:
a physical ‘CAT scan’ of the existing network
reality combined with powerful insight into
how and why people think, feel and act. This
facilitates practical, highly effective interventions
that deliver sustainable change in much shorter
timeframes than traditional change initiatives.
SPECIFICALLY, NEUROPOWER USES DETAILED,
EVIDENCE-BASED TOOLS TO IDENTIFY:
• t he unconscious cognitive biases in the
network that can compromise decisionmaking;
• c onscious thinking styles that can be tapped
into to solve specific problems in the network’s
delivery; and
• t he extent to which leaders throughout the
network are satisfying the six social cognitive
needs that drive team performance.

Once the key dimension of performance has been
identified (e.g. ‘innovation’, ‘risk management’,
‘governance’ etc.) in phase one, a core team
is engaged to help the organisation to
diagnose the strength of the network
delivering that issue.

This is achieved using a
five-step process to:
1. D
 efine and validate the key activities
or ‘issues’ that have to be done well in
order to deliver on the overall dimension;
2. C
 ollect network data to map ‘as-is’ and
‘to-be’ positions;
3. A
 nalyse and report initial findings,
with a further deep dive to generate
engagement and further insight;
4. D
 evelop a clear action plan with
quick wins to drive immediate change; and
5. M
 onitor the pathways of change with
periodic snapshots, coaching and mentoring.

When combined, Argonaut and NeuroPower
provide leaders with a dashboard of the
organisation’s capability and effectiveness,
and can guide highly targeted, high impact
strategies to drive performance.

A core benefit of this diagnosis phase is its
speed, accuracy and efficiency. Leaders are
engaged, networks defined and preliminary
solutions proposed and negotiated in a
matter of weeks, rather than years.

APPLYING ARGONAUT
IN PRACTICE

TRACKING A RAPID PATH
TO SUSTAINABLE CHANGE
IN COMPLEX ORGANISATIONS

Applying the Argonaut methodology involves
three key phases:
1. Diagnosis

2. Solution
3. Implementation

All effective change starts with a clear and
compelling contract for change. Argonaut
delivers this. The period of diagnosis and
interpretation is highly engaging for the
members of the network and forms a catalyst
for immediate action. Once problems in the

P1

Clarity

What is the level of agreement or
alignment within the organisation
about what’s needed for the issue?

C1

Involvement

How engaged is the organisation
in selected activities?

P2

Leverage

To what extent does the organisation
empower individuals to have more
influence than they would otherwise
have?

network are revealed, the organisation begins
immediately to respond and, for simple issues,
this can be sufficient to drive major changes
in performance.
For more complex challenges where larger-scale
cultural change is required or where multiple
dimensions are being worked on simultaneously,
the diagnosis phase provides a highly accurate
foundation for the design and implementation
of more sophisticated interventions drawing on
proven leadership, teaming and organisational
performance methodologies, and/or technical
solutions.
For example, a common challenge that
underpins failure of internal service functions
to realise their role is often a breakdown in real
or perceived value from the perspective of the
broader organisation. Where this has occurred,
value propositions need to be clarified and
interaction guidelines need to be negotiated
in order to re-set the operating principles of
the relationship. NeuroPower’s consultants
have a demonstrated track record of applying
structured, highly effective methodologies to
rebuild these mission critical relationships with
some of the world’s largest organisations and
driving the delivery of board and shareholder
expectations.
With over 20 years experience working
with complex organisations, the addition
of the Argonaut model to the NeuroPower
framework means NeuroPower Group is now
able to significantly accelerate the process
of pinpointing the core problems in the
organisation and fast-track the road
to performance.

I2

Coherence

How well are decisions coordinated
throughout the organisation?

I1

Priority

What is the relative priority
attached by the organisation to
specific issues or classes of issues?

C2

Integration

What is the degree of integration
between selected functions,
organisational units or classes
of individuals?

Defining the strength of the network:
six lead indicators of organisational
performance (RELISH)
THE ARGONAUT METHODOLOGY REVEALS SIX KEY CHARACTERISTICS OF THE OVERALL
ORGANISATION AND ITS KEY NETWORKS. THESE CRITICAL LEAD INDICATORS GIVE DEEP
INSIGHT INTO THE STRENGTH OF THE ORGANISATION’S ABILITY TO RESPOND AND
PERFORM AROUND A GIVEN TASK OR CHALLENGE.
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Consulting services
Peter Burow

Anna Byrne presents the applications
of the NeuroPower framework
(Brisbane, Australia, 2015)

UPSKILLING YOUR TEAMS

The NeuroPower Group team provides
strategic advice and strategy development and
implementation to address complex people
problems where failure is not an option.

HIGH PERFORMANCE
TEAMING
EIGHT HALF-DAY PROGRAMS
(OVER THREE TO SIX MONTHS)
This structured process accelerates the speed
that functional teams lift and transform into
high performing teams. The process builds trust,
creativity, motivation, collaboration, awareness, a
shared vision and performance.

The frameworks developed and applied by the NeuroPower team combine the latest findings of neuroscience
with best management practices; they have been applied in many leading corporations in Australia, Asia, the
Middle East and the US. They help organisations achieve high performance by solving complex, people-related
business issues in areas such as leadership, teamwork and organisational change.
Our consultants work with an organisation’s leadership team to design customised programs that help drive
enhanced performance and transformation on multiple levels.
These programs are generally based around the following:
• Enabling leadership teams to work at their peak during challenging times or periods of rapid growth.
• Supporting leaders to make transitions – into organisations, within organisations and out of organisations.
• Transforming organisations to become more agile, adaptive and responsive to their customers.
• C
 reating marketing, advertising and communication programs that engage and align with the brain
functions.

UPSKILLING YOUR LEADERS
MEETINGS WITH THE BRAIN
IN MIND

MANAGING DIFFICULT
CONVERSATIONS

HALF-DAY PROGRAM

HALF-DAY PROGRAM

All meetings should add value, improve
productivity and increase efficiency. This
program provides a practical, step-by-step tool
for effectively facilitating a meeting that aligns
with the way the human brain actually works.

This program builds leaders’ confidence and
ability to engage professionally in difficult
conversations, whether it is a performance
discussion with an employee, dealing with a
distressed customer or speaking to a challenging
service provider.

CONSTRUCTIVE CONFLICT
HALF-DAY PROGRAM
Participants will develop increased capability to
manage their personal, emotional reactivity and
how to convert conflict into agility, creativity,
innovation, constructive problem-solving and
break-through thinking.

NEUROSCIENCE OF
MINDFULNESS
ONE-DAY PROGRAM
This program provides a practical process
designed to increase the understanding and
capability of leaders to use mindfulness to
increase their psychological capital to sustain
high performance.

This program provides practical tools and
knowledge based on the latest insights of
neuroscience and positive psychology to enable
high performers to increase their personal grit
and sustain high performance.

Neuroscience tells us mastering the switch from
an unconstructive mindset to a constructive
mindset is a critical skill for performance
and success. This program provides practical,
evidence-based strategies to help you build
resilience in challenging environments.

CUSTOMER SERVICE
WITH THE BRAIN
IN MIND

COMMUNICATING AND
ENGAGING WITH THE BRAIN
IN MIND

PREVENTING
TEAM
CONFLICT

ONE-DAY PROGRAM

HALF-DAY PROGRAM

HALF-DAY PROGRAM

Helping customer service representatives build
strong relationships with their customers,
understand their customers’ needs, predict
customer behaviour and use this insight to
improve the customer experience.

Providing a six-step framework to communicate
in a way that engages with stakeholders because
it aligns with how the brain receives information.
Participants learn how to sequence and focus their
communication to increase engagement.

This program provides behavioural insights,
knowledge and practical skills to manage
challenging interactions with colleagues,
customers and clients, including both initial
expectation setting and subsequent issues
management.

Empowered leaders after completing the
NeuroPower High Performance Teaming
Program (Kuala Lumpur, Malaysia, 2013)

Helps leaders to build trust and emotional
engagement with clients and stakeholders. This
program explores how the brain’s limbic system
drives people’s reactions and how to build trust
with different types of people.

Once thought of as a practice saved only for
enthusiasts of Eastern traditions, over the last 30
years, mindfulness has steadily grown in popularity
as hard neuroscience studies have built on decades
of behavioural evidence that it works. With over 2000
scientific studies that have found mindfulness training
to have significant benefits, new technologies and
approaches are helping leaders take advantage of these
techniques to improve well-being, resourcefulness and
quality of life in the office, as well as the monastery.

Top mindfulness

APPS

Peter Burow addresses Suncorp Group Marketing on how
to use the insights from neuroscience to drive customer
engagement and profit (Gold Coast, Australia, 2014)

A great app to measure progress and track
your mindfulness skills over time. Simple to
use with lots of practical content.

Providing a structured process to turn customers
into long-term business partners and advocates.
This is achieved through the systematic
assessment and structured management of
client relationships.

Zane Harris introduces the NeuroPower framework to
the Accounting sector (Gold Coast, Australia, 2013)

Headspace

Nice integration with the Apple watch. With
lively animation and a good multi-device
platform, this app is perfect for busy people
who just need some headspace...

LEADERSHIP INTENSIVE
THREE-DAY PROGRAM

Perfect if simple, clear guided meditation
sessions is what you are after. Large
selection of sessions.

Taking leaders through three modules to enable them to build an environment that leverages the six
drivers of high performance teams, identify and resolve the nine key conflict points that undermine
team cohesion, and, finally, to recognise and cultivate the team’s performance mindsets.

Take a break

Mindfulness on the run! Great for
busy people with 7-minute and
13-minute meditations.

The Mindfulness App
For those who want to learn
from the masters this is the app.
Can get expensive with in-app
purchasing, but high quality
coaching.

Misha Byrne lectures as visiting professor to the University of Southern California
Masters in Project Management cohort (January, 2015)
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Participants at the Discover
NeuroPower Half-day Program
(Brisbane, Australia, 2015)

Zane Harris addresses financial services firm, IOOF, on how to
apply the NeuroPower framework to build high performance
teams and cultures (Melbourne, Australia, 2014)

HALF-DAY PROGRAM
(OVER THREE TO SIX MONTHS)

THREE TWO-HOUR PROGRAMS
(OVER SIX WEEKS)

THE NEUROSCIENCE
OF MINDFULNESS

ONE-DAY PROGRAM

ONE-DAY PROGRAM

SWITCH: BUILDING
RESILIENCE

EMERGING TRENDS

TRUSTED ADVISOR

STRATEGIC RELATIONSHIP
MANAGEMENT

GRIT: SUSTAINING HIGH
PERFORMANCE

Peter Burow addresses 1,000 CEOs at the Vistage Executive
Summit in Orange County, USA (September, 2014)

A great everyday use app, with
reminder notifications and
thought prompts. Very practical.

Antonio Chevez and Abdulla H. Shams at the Emirates
Airline NeuroPower workshop (Dubai)

fulness expert,
Our resident neuroscience and mind
s and impacts of
Misha Byrne, exploring the myth
Google Australia and
meditation on the brain as part of
(Sydney, August, 2015)
h
mont
s
fulnes
mind
New Zealand’s

Five Mindful LIFE HACKS

01

Anchor the day with a morning practice (e.g.
watching your breathing, setting intention, etc.)

02

Consider having a neuro-acoustic analysis and
play the track that puts you in your desired state

03

Pause for a moment between critical tasks

04
05

Review the day’s events at the close of the day to
prevent work stresses from spilling into your
home life
Before going to bed, reflect on three things
that went well and why
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